YOU'VE PROBABLY SEEN A POWER CATAMARAN AND WONDERED WHAT THEY'RE ALL ABOUT...

With a power catamaran, you get a smoother, more stable ride. That means no more physical abuse – for you or your family and friends. You can stay on the water longer, and go farther. You'll come back with more energy, and fewer bruises. Along with that comfort, you'll have the confidence to head out in conditions that keep other boaters at shore. Monohull boats inherently involve some level of pounding while on the water. Power catamarans offer an incredibly soft ride you have to experience to believe, and a layout that provides versatility other boats can't match. Once you experience it, you will wish you discovered catamarans years ago.

UNIQUE CATAMARAN FEATURES

- Tunnel that creates air/water cushion
- Beam is carried all the way forward
- Buoyancy is on outer edges
- Greater load & passenger capacity
- Less bow rise for greater visibility
- Can plane on a single engine
- 30% more deck space & storage
- Dual Engines
- Class-leading swim platform & ladder

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM A POWER CATAMARAN?

THE SMOOTHEST RIDE ON THE WATER

Dual hulls slice through the chop and handle weather like nothing else. The tunnel between the hulls creates a cushion of air and water which eliminates the pounding you may be accustomed to from monohull boats. You have to experience it first-hand to understand exactly how different the ride is.

MORE VERSATILITY

From less than a foot of water, to miles and miles offshore, to running right up onto the beach, catamarans have the ability to handle it all. Plus, with their rectangular footprint, they have more space for passengers and all of your gear. You'll be able to do more on one trip than you ever thought possible. Fishing, island-hopping, spearfishing, SCUBA diving, cruising, or just having fun with family and friends—there's no end to what you can do on a catamaran.

LESS FATIGUE

You may not realize it, but years of riding monohull boats can take a toll on your body. Catamarans alleviate that stress with the air/water cushion, saving your back and knees and allowing you to enjoy longer adventures on the water.
MORE STABILITY
The buoyancy is on the outer edges of the boat, meaning it is always more stable, even if everyone is fishing off one side. This also means less rocking and rolling while the boat is drifting, trolling, or at rest.

MORE DAYS ON THE WATER

Catamarans can handle most conditions. You don’t have to stay on shore when the weather is less than favorable. This means you get to spend more days doing what you love—getting out on the water and getting away from it all.

EASIER ACCESS TO THE WATER

The wide-set motors allow for a huge swim platform and ladder, making getting in and out of the water a breeze, even if you are loaded-up with gear.

MORE SECURITY

Catamarans run more efficiently than monohulls and require much less horsepower and speed to get on plane. So much less, in fact, that they can plane on a single engine, giving you peace of mind no matter how far you venture from shore.

A BETTER BOATING EXPERIENCE BEGINS WITH A BETTER BOAT.

While each model is unique, ours all share certain advantages...like quality, dependability, performance, and, of course, the smoothest ride on the water. We invite you to explore our lineup, set up an Ultimate Sea Trial™ and discover A Better Way To Boat™.

230CC
230SD
2740
2780
280DC-X
295DC
320DC
230DC
255DC
2770
280CC-X
295CC
320CC

Thousands of customers across the globe can be found enjoying our catamarans. They’ve chosen our boats because World Cat delivers a smoother, more stable, more enjoyable experience, from entertaining at the dock to navigating the deepest waters. Maybe it’s time you joined the thousands of happy catamaran owners.

To really understand the advantages of owning a World Cat, you need to experience it first-hand. Your World Cat dealer is ready to take you on the Ultimate Sea Trial™ and show you a boating experience unlike any you’ve ever had.

Visit our website to find your nearest World Cat dealer.